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Force, His Majesty's Government killed both birds
with one stone. The new force supplied the rein-
forcement required by the police, while simultaneously
it offered war employment to patriotic older men.
But Egyptian conditions were not analogous, and
the local problem could not be solved in such simple
fashion. Special constables, in fact, were unneeded
in Cairo and in Alexandria. In those cities the
Egyptian Police were perfectly competent to deal with
spasmodic disorder, and the introduction of a body
of special constables into the force would have
created friction and confusion. Moreover, there were
no Englishmen serving in the lower ranks who were
subject to recall to the Army, and of those who
occupied more responsible positions some had de-
parted already, while others were beyond military age,
or really indispensable. The British community,
therefore, fell back upon the plan of raising a military
unit among their members. The idea was well worth
encouragement, and it was a keen disappointment
to the organizers that the movement received less
support than they had hoped. It was not the fault
of the Army that Egypt's reserve of small arms was
insufficient to issue rifles to the volunteers: nor can
General Maxwell be blamed if he waited to see
whether the early enthusiasm would survive the pre-
liminary drudgery of the barrack square. Still it was
depressing to drill day after day without prospect of
obtaining arms and equipment, and the fact, no doubt,
prevented recruits from joining the new unit. Cer-
tainly the appeal of the leaders to the British com-
munity produced a less hearty response than they had
anticipated. Some of the higher-placed officials of
the Civil Service thought discipline and drill to be
below their dignity : others, afraid of ridicule, would
not face in middle age the peremptory commands of
the drill sergeant. Every willing volunteer does not

